Reward shaping has been shown to significantly improve an agent's performance in reinforcement learning. As attention is shifting away from tabula-rasa approaches many different reward shaping methods have been developed.
INTRODUCTION
Reinforcement learning (RL) has proven to be a successful technique when an agent needs to act and improve in a given environment. The agent receives feedback about its behaviour in terms of rewards through constant interaction with the environment. Traditional reinforcement learning assumes the agent has no prior knowledge about the environment it is acting on. Nevertheless, in many cases (potentially abstract and heuristic) domain knowledge of the RL tasks is available, and can be used to improve the learning performance.
In earlier work on knowledge-based reinforcement learning (KBRL) [7, 3] it was demonstrated that the incorporation of domain knowledge in RL via reward shaping can significantly improve the speed of converging to an optimal policy.
Reward shaping is the process of providing prior knowledge to an agent through additional rewards. These rewards help direct an agent's exploration, minimising the number of suboptimal steps it takes and so directing it towards the optimal policy quicker.
Plan-based reward shaping [7] is a particular instance of knowledge-based RL where the agent is provided with a high level STRIPS plan which is used in order to guide the agent to the desired behaviour.
We compare the plan-based method for reward shaping to reward shaping via abstract MDPs [8] in which an abstract high-level MDP of the environment is defined and solved using dynamic programming, e.g. value iteration. The resulting value function is then used in order to shape the agent.
We compare the two approaches in terms of total reward, convergence speed and scaling to more complex environments. We demonstrate empirically that the plan-based reward shaping method outperforms the agent shaped by abstract MDPs in the single case scenario but not in the multi-agent case where the abstract MDP method is clearly a better performer when we assume decentralised planning. Moreover, we show that the abstract MDP method suffers as we scale up to more complex domains both in the single as well as the multi-agent scenarios, while the plan-based method remains relatively unaffected.
This paper provides an insight into the importance of selecting the correct shaping method depending on the problems posed by the environment, as well as the significance of correctly setting up the parameters of the chosen method.
BACKGROUND

Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is a method where an agent learns by receiving rewards or punishments through continuous interaction with the environment [12] . The agent receives a numeric feedback relative to its actions and in time learns how to optimise its action choices. Typically reinforcement learning uses a Markov Decision Process (MDP) as a mathematical model [10] .
An MDP is a tuple S, A, T, R , where S is the state space, A is the action space, T (s, a, s ) = P r(s |s, a) is the probability that action a in state s will lead to state s , and R(s, a, s ) is the immediate reward r received when action a taken in state s results in a transition to state s . The problem of solving an MDP is to find a policy (i.e., mapping from states to actions) which maximises the accumulated reward. When the environment dynamics (transition probabilities and reward function) are available, this task can be solved using dynamic programming [2] .
When the environment dynamics are not available, as with most real problem domains, dynamic programming cannot be used. However, the concept of an iterative approach remains the backbone of the majority of reinforcement learning algorithms. These algorithms apply so called temporaldifference updates to propagate information about values of states, V (s), or state-action pairs, Q(s, a) . These updates are based on the difference of the two temporally different estimates of a particular state or state-action value. The SARSA algorithm is such a method [12] . After each real transition, (s, a) → (s , r), in the environment, it updates state-action values by the formula:
where α is the rate of learning and γ is the discount factor. It modifies the value of taking action a in state s, when after executing this action the environment returned reward r, moved to a new state s , and action a was chosen in state s .
It is important whilst learning in an environment to balance exploration of new state-action pairs with exploitation of those which are already known to receive high rewards. A common method of doing so is −greedy exploration. When using this method the agent explores, with probability , by choosing a random action or exploits its current knowledge, with probability 1 − , by choosing the highest value action for the current state [12] .
Temporal-difference algorithms, such as SARSA, only update the single latest state-action pair. In environments where rewards are sparse, many episodes may be required for the true value of a policy to propagate sufficiently. To speed up this process, a method known as eligibility traces keeps a record of previous state-action pairs that have occurred and are therefore eligible for update when a reward is received. The eligibility of the latest state-action pair is set to 1 and all other state-action pairs' eligibility is multiplied by λ (where λ ≤ 1). When an action is completed all state-action pairs are updated by the temporal difference multiplied by their eligibility and so Q-values propagate quicker [12] .
Typically, reinforcement learning agents are deployed with no prior knowledge. The assumption is that the developer has no knowledge of how the agent(s) should behave. However, more often than not, this is not the case. As a group we are interested in knowledge-based reinforcement learning, an area where this assumption is removed and informed agents can benefit from prior knowledge.
Reward Shaping
One common method of imparting knowledge to a reinforcement learning agent is reward shaping. In this approach, an additional reward representative of prior knowledge is given to the agent to reduce the number of suboptimal actions made and so reduce the time needed to learn [9, 11] . This concept can be represented by the following formula for the SARSA algorithm:
where F (s, s ) is the general form of any state-based shaping reward.
Even though reward shaping has been powerful in many experiments it quickly became apparent that, when used improperly, it can change the optimal policy [11] . To deal with such problems, potential-based reward shaping was proposed [9] as the difference of some potential function Φ defined over a source s and a destination state s :
where γ must be the same discount factor as used in the agent's update rule (see Equation 1 ). Ng et al. [9] proved that potential-based reward shaping, defined according to Equation 3 , does not alter the optimal policy of a single agent in both infinite-and finite-state MDPs.
More recent work on potential-based reward shaping, has removed the assumptions of a single agent acting alone and of a static potential function from the original proof. In multi-agent systems, it has been proven that potential-based reward shaping can change the joint policy learnt but does not change the Nash equilibria of the underlying game [4] . With a dynamic potential function, it has been proven that the existing single and multi agent guarantees are maintained provided the potential of a state is evaluated at the time the state is entered and used in both the potential calculation on entering and exiting the state [5] .
Plan-Based Reward Shaping
Reward shaping is typically implemented bespoke for each new environment using domain-specific heuristic knowledge [3, 11] but some attempts have been made to automate [6, 8] and semi-automate [7] the encoding of knowledge into a reward signal. Automating the process requires no previous knowledge and can be applied generally to any problem domain. The results are typically better than without shaping but less than agents shaped by prior knowledge. Semiautomated methods require prior knowledge to be put in but then automate the transformation of this knowledge into a potential function.
Plan-based reward shaping, an established semi-automated method, generates a potential function from prior knowledge represented as a high level STRIPS plan.
The STRIPS plan is translated 1 into a state-based representation so that, whilst acting, an agent's current state can be mapped to a step in the plan 2 as illustrated in Figure 1 . The potential of the agent's current state then becomes:
where CurrentStepInP lan is the corresponding state in the state-based representation of the agent's plan and ω is a scaling factor.
To not discourage exploration off the plan, if the current state is not in the state-based representation of the agent's plan then the potential used is that of the last state experienced that was in the plan. This feature of the potential function makes plan-based reward shaping an instance of dynamic potential-based reward shaping [5] . To preserve the theoretical guarantees of potential-based reward shaping, the potential of all terminal states is set to zero.
These potentials are then used as in Equation 3 to calculate the additional reward given to the agent and so encourage it to follow the plan without altering the agent's original goal. The process of learning the low-level actions necessary to execute a high-level plan is significantly easier than learning the low-level actions to maximise reward in an unknown environment and so with this knowledge agents tend to learn the optimal policy quicker. Furthermore, as many developers are already familiar with STRIPS planners, the process of implementing potential-based reward shaping is now more accessible and less domain specific [7] .
Abstract MDP Reward Shaping
Marthi [8] proposed a general framework to learn the potential function by solving an abstract MDP. The shaping algorithm of Marthi [8] obtains the potential function by firstly sampling the environment in order to learn dynamics for options (i.e. actions at the abstract level) and secondly solving an abstract MDP. Options can be defined as policies of low level actions. In our problem setting, options are assumed to be primitive deterministic actions at an abstract level and computation of their dynamics can be omitted. By providing a state abstraction similar to that shown in Figure 1 where an agent's low-level state can be mapped to a high-level state, an abstract MDP is solved using, e.g. value iteration, before the main RL learning process begins and the obtained value function is used directly as the potential function. The following equation describes this idea:
where V (z) is the value function over the abstract state space Z and it represents a solution to the corresponding MDP-based planning problem, and ω is an optional scaling factor. These potentials are then used as in Equation 3 to calculate the additional reward given to the agent. As was the case in the plan-based approach, learning low-level actions in order to satisfy a high-level abstract MDP is significantly easier than learning low-level actions to maximise reward in an unknown environment and as a result agents tend to learn a policy quicker.
EVALUATION DOMAIN
We evaluate the reward shaping algorithms on an extended version of the navigation maze problem, the flagcollection domain. An agent is modelled at a starting position from where it must move to the goal position. In between, the agent needs to collect flags which are spread throughout the maze. During an episode, at each time step, the agent is given its current location and the flags it has already collected. From this it must decide to move up, down, left or right and will deterministically complete its move provided it does not collide with a wall. Regardless of the number of flags it has collected, the scenario ends when the agent reaches the goal position. At this time the agent receives a reward equal to one hundred times the number of flags which were collected. Listing 2: Example Partial Abstract MDP
Assumptions
To implement plan-based and abstract MDP reward shaping we must assume a high-level state abstraction and a direct translation of the low level states in the grid to the abstract high level states (as illustrated in Figure 1 ). For example, in this domain the high level knowledge includes rooms, connections between rooms within the maze and the rooms which flags should be present in. Whilst the translation of low level to high level states allows an agent to lookup which room or hall it is in from the exact location given in its state representation.
The domain is considered to be static i.e. there are no external events not controlled by the agent which can at any point change the environment.
We do not assume full observability or knowledge of the transition and reward functions. In addition, we do not assume deterministic transitions.
Domains limited by only these assumptions represent many domains typically used throughout RL literature. The domain we have chosen allows the agent's behaviour to be efficiently extracted and analysed, thus providing useful insight especially when comparing different approaches with different settings. Plan-based, as well as abstract MDP, reward shaping are not however limited to this environment and could be applied to any problem domain that matches these assumptions.
EVALUATION
A series of experiments were conducted in order to assess the performance of the plan-based and abstract MDP reward shaping methods. The comparison is based on the scalability of the approaches and performance in terms of discounted goal reward, both in the single as well as the multi-agent case. Four versions of the navigation maze are used; a maze with 7 rooms and 6 flags, a maze with 7 rooms and 12 flags, a maze with 12 rooms and 12 flags, and a maze with 18 rooms and 12 flags.
In order to be fair when comparing the two approaches, the same state abstraction function and options/actions are used both in the plan-based and abstract MDP methods. Specifically, an abstract state z ∈ Z can be any of the rooms in the maze the agent can be in and the flags it has collected, e.g. robot_in(RoomA) taken(flagA). The actions that can be performed at any abstract state are Move(locA, locB) which moves the agent from one location to another as long as there is a connection between the two locations, and Take(flag, room) which removes a flag from a specific room and adds it to the set of collected flags, provided there is a flag in the room the agent is in.
While the plan-based method only requires specifying the start and goal state in order to compute a plan using the previously mentioned state and action abstraction function, this is not the case with the abstract MDP method in which more parameters need to be set. Those parameters include the reward function R and the discount factor γ.
In our experiments, we have set the reward function of the abstract MDP to R = 20 and R = 100 for every flag that the agent picked when it reaches the goal state, and γ set to 0.8, 0.9 and 0.99. We have picked those particular values to highlight the effect of larger versus smaller potentials. However, on all of the experiments, the abstract MDP agent with γ set at 0.9 performed better than all other settings.
For clarity we have only included that agent to the graphs that are presented later. A sample of the abstract MDP agents' performance for the various γ settings is presented in Figure 3 . In all our experiments, we have set the scaling factor of the plan-based method shown in Equation 4 to:
and the scaling factor of the abstract MDP method shown in Equation 5 to:
As the scaling factor affects how likely the agent is to follow the heuristic knowledge, maintaining a constant maximum across all heuristics compared ensures a fair comparison. For environments with an unknown maximum reward the scaling factor ω can be set experimentally or based on the designer's confidence in the heuristic. All agents implemented SARSA with −greedy action selection and eligibility traces [12] . For all experiments, the agents' parameters were set such that α = 0.1, γ = 0.99, = 0.1 and λ = 0.4. The experiments were run for 10 iterations each lasting 50, 000 episodes.
These methods, however, do not require the use of SARSA, −greedy action selection or eligibility traces. Potentialbased reward shaping has previously been proven with Qlearning, RMax and any action selection method that chooses actions based on relative difference and not absolute magnitude [1] . Furthermore, it has been shown before without eligibility traces [9, 3] .
Single-Agent Results
This subsection presents the results of the single-agent experiments on all of the different environment settings. The graphs also include an agent without reward shaping for fairness in comparison.
Maze: 7 Rooms, 6 Flags
In the simplest maze configuration with seven rooms and six flags the plan-based method very early on manages to learn the optimal policy and outperform all other approaches.
The abstract MDP agents manage to reach a performance almost equal to the plan-based method, see Figure 4 . 
Maze: 7 Rooms, 12 Flags
The agents' performance in the maze configuration with seven rooms and twelve flags presents a similar pattern. The plan-based agent and the abstract MDP agents manage to find the optimal policy and have a similar performance as shown in Figure 5 . It is worth noting however that the abstract MDP agents are still marginally worse than the plan-based agent.
Maze: 12 Rooms, 12 Flags
Scaling up to the maze configuration with twelve rooms and twelve flags, it is clear that there is a significant impact on the performance of the abstract MDP agents and they fail to reach the optimal policy, see Figure 6 . This is not the case with the plan-based agent, which does not seem to be impacted at all by the scaled up environment, and is able to learn the optimal policy fast and outperform all the other agents.
Maze: 18 Rooms, 12 Flags
Scaling up more to a maze with eighteen rooms and twelve flags the gap between the plan-based agent and the abstract MDP agents becomes even clearer. While the plan-based agent does not seem to be hindered by the scaled up environment, the abstract MDP agents are not able to learn the optimal policy, see Figure 7 . The abstract MDP agents are significantly worse than the plan-based agent and reach a performance closer to the agent without reward shaping.
Multi-Agent Results
The multi-agent experiments include two agents acting in the environment at the same time. The agents' starting position is at opposite sides of the maze and both try to reach the goal collecting as many flags possible along the way. While the reward given to the agents is collective i.e. both receive the same reward depending on how many flags have been picked, we do not assume communication between agents. This results in each agent trying to follow its own individual plan, or MDP, which contains all the flags present in the maze. For comparison we have also graphed the case where communication is permitted and the agents follow a joint plan.
Maze: 7 Rooms, 6 Flags
In the simplest maze scenario the plan-based agents using joint plans manage to learn the optimal policy and quickly outperform the plan-based agents receiving individual plans. While the plan-based agents using individual plans fail to reach the optimal policy, this is not the case with the abstract MDP agents that reach the optimal policy and perform as well as the plan-based agents using joint plans, see Figure 8 . The plan-based agents using individual plans have a lower performance than both the joint plan agents and the abstract MDP agents.
Maze: 7 Rooms, 12 Flags
In the domain with seven rooms and twelve flags, the pattern remains almost the same as before. This time however the scaled up environment has a direct impact in the abstract MDP agents' performance. There is no significant gap between the abstract MDP agents when compared to the plan-based agent using individual plans as all agents reach a similar performance and the joint-plan agents are clearly the best performing agents, see Figure 9 . 
Maze: 12 Rooms, 12 Flags
Scaling up to the maze with twelve rooms and twelve flags it is clear that there is an impact in performance in all of the agents. The joint-plan agents do not seem to be impacted from the larger environment and manage to outperform all the other agents, see Figure 10 . The abstract MDP agents once again are the best performers but there is not a clear difference in performance when comparing to the other agents.
Maze: 18 Rooms, 12 Flags
Scaling up even more to the maze with eighteen rooms and twelve flags the same pattern is exhibited as before. The performance of the agents is greatly impacted by the scaled up environment and behave similarly to the agents without reward shaping, see Figure 11 . Once more, the agents using joint plans manage to outperform all the other agents. 
DISCUSSION
Comparing the performance of the plan-based and the abstract MDP agents, it is clear that in complex environment the abstract MDP agents fail to perform adequately. The reason for this is the large number of states that can provide an extra reward. While the plan based method has only 17 to 44 steps in the plan, the abstract MDP method has 440 to 73, 728 states in its value function. As a result, while a good enough guidance can be given in relatively small environments, the method fails to provide a good enough guidance in complex settings due to the explosion of the state-space since multiple paths that lead to the goal position can become more encouraging.
On the other hand, the abstract MDP approach is the clear winner when it comes to a multi-agent environment. The plan-based agents receiving individual plans are hindered by the fact that they are trying to pick the same flags. The individual plans result in one agent picking up all the flags, while the other agent goes straight to the goal. The abstract MDP agents however, manage to cooperate and split the collection of flags.
The reason for this behaviour lies in the way extra rewards are handled. The large number of states which inhibited learning in the single-agent case, now seems to be a key factor for achieving cooperation in a multi-agent environment. There are multiple paths in the provided value function that can lead the agent to the goal, without having to pick up all the flags to receive a reward. On the other hand, the plan-based approach provides only a single path to the goal and contains all the flags. If the agent cannot satisfy a step in the plan, namely because one or more of the flags have been picked up by the other agent, no extra reward is given. This results in the agents receiving partial guidance. On the contrary, the abstract MDP agents receive a reward for moving to the goal even if a number of the flags have been picked up by the other agent.
Comparing the performance of the plan-based and the abstract MDP agents in the single-agent environment we can draw some interesting conclusions regarding their behaviour. While the plan-based agents seem straightforward to set up, all that is needed is a start state, a goal state and available actions to compute a plan, this is not the case with the abstract MDP agents. The results show that tuning the MDP parameters can make or break an agent. It is evident that the abstract MDP agents with γ = 0.9 are the best performers amongst the abstract MDP agents. This setting seems to strike a balance between the magnitude of the potential, and the reward function of the environment. The potential is strong enough to provide guidance, but not that strong so as to inhibit learning especially early in the experiment where the agents spend most of their actions exploring.
Correctly setting up the reward function also seems to play an important role but no significant change in behaviour occurs. Despite the small change in performance setting R to 100 provides the better results.
Despite the good performance of the abstract MDP agents, some of the problems that were present in the single-agent case still remain. The agents' performance is greatly affected as we scale up to more complex domains, and eventually drops to the same level as the agents receiving no reward shaping.
CLOSING REMARKS
Knowledge-based RL has been shown to greatly improve an agent's performance when acting in an unknown environment. In this paper we have compared two approaches for reward shaping; plan-based reward shaping and reward shaping via abstract MDPs.
We demonstrated empirically that the plan-based method outperforms the abstract MDP approach when it comes to larger environments. While there seems to be no impact to the plan-based agents' behaviour when scaling up to more complex domains, the abstract MDP agents fail to learn a good enough policy mainly due to the large state-space and the multiple rewarding paths that lead to the goal state.
However, the large state-space of the abstract MDP is what helps the agents cooperate in the multi-agent case. The plan-based agents only receive partial guidance due to there only being one path that leads to the goal, when the abstract MDP agents can receive rewards following multiple paths that lead to the goal.
It is worth noting that the plan-based method seems more straightforward to set up compared to the abstract MDP method. Plan-based reward shaping requires only a start and goal state along with available actions to compute a plan. On the other hand abstract MDPs might require a definition of transitions, reward functions and γ settings that can be different across different domains. Moreover, depending on the size of the environment, the state-space of the abstract MDP can make defining the problem intractable.
